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We’re here to help

Alfa Laval provides companies in the oil and gas sector with a wide range of key
technologies designed to help increase the performance of mission-critical
processes.

We apply our specialist know-how to assist you in making specific operations more
efficient, more reliable and more profitable.

Direct access to practical know-how – from Alfa Laval specialists who are close at
hand to provide rapid-response assistance – means you can boost overall system
efficiency as well as production uptime.

By focusing on build quality, utmost reliability and ease of use, we help you keep
operating costs down.

By paying careful attention to effective equipment integration, we help you maintain
the best possible health and safety record, and assist you in reducing the environ-
mental impact of your operations.
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Keeping life cycle costs down
Alfa Laval LYNX decanter centrifuges for use in oil and gas operations combine our
unique knowledge about solids behaviour with intelligent design and special wear-
resistant features. The result is trouble-free operation, greater uptime and lower
maintenance costs – even under the most demanding conditions and with
challenging inputs.

Better control of drilling mud
Alfa Laval LYNX technology enables you to recover your drilling fluids in prime
condition, as well as reducing waste.

On-spec drilling mud ensures optimum penetration rates at the same time as helping
avoid unforeseen costs.

Minimizing risk
In oil and gas operations, it is important to minimize risk. That’s why we provide an
effective back-up infrastructure for all the Alfa Laval equipment used in drilling
operations, with rapid-response trouble-shooting and spare parts available from local
depots.

Non-Stop Performance Agreements are also available to support and reinforce your
risk management programmes.

Control counts

onshore drilling
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Risk levels are a control

decision“
Alfa Laval products typically used in
onshore drilling operations
� LYNX heavy-duty decanter centrifuges
for recovering barite and removing
solids from drilling mud

� Disc stack centrifuges for treating
fuel oil

� Plate heat exchangers for cooling
hydraulic fluids and lube oils
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compliance

Compliance guaranteed
Alfa Laval has the reach and the
resources to provide you with systems
and equipment that comply with the full
spectrum of national and international
regulations and legislation. These
include IMO certification for bilge water
treatment equipment, WHO standards
for drinking water and CFR rules for fuel
treatment centrifuges, as well as
environmental requirements of all kinds.

Full, documented compliance helps you
maintain your company’s good reputa-
tion, as well as saving on costs.

offshore drilling
Reliability
Our experts are used to coping with the
exceptional demands involved in off-
shore operations in some of the
harshest conditions in the world. We
have strong, long-term partnerships with
all the major offshore producers.

These are operators that have first-hand
experience of Alfa Laval’s ability to keep
in line with stringent reliability targets
and operating budgets.

Keeping it clean
Environmentally responsible, energy-
conscious waste processing and
disposal are increasingly important
issues in offshore operations.

Alfa Laval centrifuge technologies enable
you to clean a wide range of liquids
efficiently by separating out their compo-
nents.

This includes removing undesirable par-
ticles and water from fuel and lube oil,
and removing dirt and contaminants
from deck drain run-offs and the con-
tents of bilge tanks.

Once cleaned, water can be discharged
responsibly overboard, saving on trans-
port and storage costs.

Documented



� PHOENIX disc stack centrifuge
systems for cleaning deck drain and
bilge water to IMO-certified
oil-in-water levels

� Fresh water generators powered by
electricity (ORCA Offshore) or waste
heat (AQUA Offshore). These provide
a reliable supply of drinking water
that meets WHO requirements, as
well as being an excellent source of
process water – with no additional
treatment needed

� PUMA DNV-certified mud
temperature control systems

� Plate heat exchangers for cooling
utility water, lube oil and drilling mud

� Specialist equipment for automated
mud tank cleaning

� LYNX heavy-duty decanter
centrifuges for removing both water
and solids from drilling mud

� S and P ranges of separators for
cleaning fuel oil and lube oil
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Your company’s good name

can depend on it“
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The complete picture

offshore

onshore

Plate heat
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fusion-bonded plate
heat exchanger

AQUA Offshore
fresh water
generator
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Compabloc
fully welded

plate heat exchanger
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ALF filter



Experience counts
Alfa Laval has more than 40 years’ worldwide experience supplying many thousands
of systems for use in key processes aboard offshore oil and gas production facilities
of all kinds.

We constantly monitor and evaluate how our equipment performs under on-site
offshore conditions. This, combined with our unique in-depth expertise in separation
and heat transfer, enables us to integrate our equipment into your systems with
utmost efficiency.

This expert know-how also enables us to develop and implement intelligent thermal
transfer solutions that enable you to swap heat loads between positions. This means
you can balance the benefits of optimum heat recovery and minimum size in any
combination you prefer.

Small size, big punch
Alfa Laval core technologies enable us to insert maximum functionality into the
smallest possible space, with ultra-compact equipment located in sometimes uncon-
ventional locations where it takes up less precious space.

Reducing emissions
By reducing the need for heat inputs, Alfa Laval equipment helps you minimize CO2
emissions from your operation at the same time as saving on space, weight and
energy costs.
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Experience counts
offshore production
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Alfa Laval products typically used in
offshore production operations
� Compabloc fully welded plate heat
exchangers, AlfaDisc plate-and-shell
heat exchangers and conventional
gasketed plate heat exchangers for
all kinds of heat recovery and heat
transfer processes. These include
cooling utility and lube oil, the crude
oil process and cooling natural gas

Reputations are earned

the hard way“
� The X-series range of three-phase
discstack nozzle centrifuges for
removing water and solids from
heavy crude oil

� EcoStream self-cleaning centrifugal
separation module that treats bilge
water to IMO-compliant standards

� FALCON disc stack centrifuge
modules for cleaning fuel oil

� Fresh water generators powered by
electricity (ORCA Offshore) or waste
heat (AQUA Offshore). These provide
water with specifications vastly better
than WHO drinking water requirements

� ALF automatic backflushing strainers
for filtering sea water

� PureBallast Offshore systems for
chemical-free IMO-certified ballast
water treatment

� Specialist equipment for automated
mud tank cleaning



Tackling the energy equa

Affordable heat recovery
Alfa Laval heat exchanger technology helps you save energy by recovering heat –
either more heat within a given budget or the same amount of heat at lower cost.

Effective heat recovery also means reducing the CO2 emissions from your facility
significantly.

The retrofit advantage
Alfa Laval plate heat exchangers – and especially the fully welded Compabloc units –
provide exceptional heat transfer efficiency. As a result, they are extremely compact
and light in weight, making them ideal for retrofits and system upgrades.

Their compactness and low weight mean they can be mounted virtually anywhere,
even into spaces where there is very little room.

gas processing
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tion
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We have rewritten the heat

transfer equations“
Alfa Laval products typically used in gas
processing operations
� Compabloc all-welded plate heat
exchangers as interchangers,
reboilers, condensers and coolers in
processes such as regenerating the
absorption media used in gas
sweetening

� Spiral heat exchangers as heaters
and coolers in MEG reclamation

� AlfaNova fusion-bonded plate heat

exchangers as interchangers in the
TEG regeneration package

� AlfaDisc plate-and-shell heat
exchangers for gas cooling

� Plate heat exchangers that provide
extremely large cooling capacities

� ALF automatic backflushing strainers
for filtering sea water

� S and P ranges of separators for
cleaning fuel oil and lube oil



On the spot
Alfa Laval has provided heavy-duty separation equipment for customers with oil sands
operations ever since the 1970s. We’ve amassed a wealth of hands-on experience in
tackling the extreme operating environments involved, and we’re on the spot with local
experts ready to apply this know-how rapidly and effectively.

Commitment counts
In oil sands operations, the ability to deal with the extremely abrasive nature of the
material flows that need separating is crucial. That is why we have applied our specialist
know-how in wear-resistant design and the use of state-of-the-art resilient materials to
meet the exceptional demands encountered here. The result is high-durability abrasion
resistant parts.

These demanding operating conditions, which are often encountered at remote locations
where harsh weather is also common, require technical resources close at hand and an
efficient logistics set-up. These we provide – right round the clock.

Cutting down on maintenance
Alfa Laval spiral heat exchangers with their high-turbulence, single-channel design help
you avoid fouling and resulting downtime, as well as saving on maintenance costs.

There when needed
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oil sands



Alfa Laval products typically used in oil
sands operations
� The X-series range of three-phase
disc stack nozzle centrifuges for final
separation of water and solids from
the froth. Ideal for both pipeline and
upgrade specifications

� LYNX range of heavy-duty decanter
centrifuges for separating water and
solids from the froth and dry cake in
the tailings
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� High-efficiency heat exchangers of all
kinds for use in both upstream and
downstream processes, including
heating bitumen and cooling
produced water

� Specialist equipment for automated
cleaning of mud tanks

Reliability is

alpha and omega“



Alfa Laval in brief
Alfa Laval is a leading global provider of
specialized products and engineered
solutions.

Our equipment, systems and services
are dedicated to helping customers to
optimize the performance of their
processes. Time and time again.

We help our customers to heat, cool,
separate and transport products such
as oil, water, chemicals, beverages,
foodstuffs, starch and pharmaceuticals.

Our worldwide organization works
closely with customers in almost 100
countries to help them stay ahead.

How to contact Alfa Laval
Up-to-date Alfa Laval contact details for
all countries are always available on our
website at www.alfalaval.com
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